360: So it’s been an age since we last spoke. Where does the time go?

360: So you’re saying — excepting us — you generally
find fans that try to engage you to be an annoyance?

360: How old are you now, Sherm?

360: Are the valleys off limits, too? Do you ever get out on the river?

360: Thank goodness for diversity, eh?

360: Well there are ways to relax in the city, of course.

360: What else did grandma have wrong?

360: Do you keep up on the works of other popular
authors? Are you a fan, for example, of the Harry Potter
series?
360: How old is that, exactly?

360: Does the future of this great nation concern you as much
as the inaccuracies of the past and present?

360: As a writer, do you find inspiration everywhere
you look?
360: What else do you do in your down time to relax
and connect with nature?

360: You do quite a lot of touring these days. Does all the travel ever get
you down?

360: Any other destinations you try to avoid?

360: Favorite place to visit?

360: There you go — what more could you ask?

360: Being famous has its perks. Are you often recognized?
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360: So Donald Trump’s promise is DOA?

The royal
tweetment
When favorite author Sherman Alexie didn’t take our calls
did that stop us? Heck no. Only the best for our readers.
Catch up on his Twitter feed now; hear him for real tonight

B

R If you go
Who: Sherman Alexie
When: 7 tonight
Where: Kenworthy Performing Arts Centre, 508 S.
Main St., Moscow
Cost: Free
Of note: Doors open
at 6:30 p.m. Priority seating will be offered to those
with receipts showing they
purchased copies of Alexie’s
books at BookPeople of
Moscow, which is sponsoring
the event.

360: What if he defies the odds and wins?

360: So there’s no truth to rumors you have a Trump tattoo? Any
other ink? 360 is planning a story on tat regrets, and we’d be honored to print your story.

By Inland 360 Staff

efore Sherman Alexie hit Moscow on tour for his latest book, we at Inland 360 tried,
yet again, to secure an interview with the well-known Seattle author who has stiffed
our writers in the past.
An interview request sent to the publisher of his latest
work, the picture book “Thunder Boy Jr.,” went unanswered, and we sadly wondered, what gold nuggets of knowledge
did our readers miss out on with this latest cold shoulder?
But, really, what questions could we have asked that hordes of
journalists haven’t already annoyed the National Book Award winner with over his more than 20-year career that spans from the Spokane Indian Reservation to
international fame?
Then we realized we didn’t actually need Alexie to answer our questions when we have his
witty and biting Twitter feed at our fingertips. We selected some of our favorite Alexie tweets
that show life in 2016 from his point of view.
Note: 360 has edited any tweeted profanity with hyphens.

{Books &
Authors}

360: Sorry to be late to this interview (which didn’t really happen).
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